K71e

Electrical A/C-Solution
Overview CoRRect air K71e top
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Dimensions: 73 x 47 x 25 cm
Space for isntallation: 30 x 40 cm
Weight: 27 kg
Cooling capacity 2,9 kW at +31°C and
50% humidity
Orientation: horizontal
max. deviation: 25°
Voltage: 24 or 12 V
Power consumption: 40/80 A
(24/12 V)*
Discharge protection
Multi-level, low-noise blower

CoRRect air K71e - compact and powerful
CoRRect air K71e is the optimal solution for aircondition on compact
machines with little space. For machines like mini-excavators, skid steer
loaders, telescopic handlers, industrial trucks, agricultural machines and street
sweeper the powerful electric CoRRect air K71e is
your A/C of choice.
Two versions
The housing of the CoRRect air
K71e top installed on the roof
contains all parts of an A/C
such as compressor, the
evaporator and condenser. In
side the cabin, only the control
panel with the air distribution is
attached to the ceiling. The reinforced structure of the case makes it possible to
install the A/C on vaulted cabins or even overhanging.
The CoRRect air K71e split combines compressor and condenser in a compact
housing. This can be mounted flat, vertically or horizontally on the outside of
the vehicle. Only the evaporator with the air distribution is installed in the
cabin.
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Outside-unit: 69 x 42 x 20 cm
Evaporator unit: 37 x 41 x 15 cm
Cooling capacity 2,9 kW at +31°C and
50% humidity
Minimum air-flow: 600 m³/h
Electrical input: 960 W
Weightt: 30 kg
Orientation outside-unit: flat, vertically or
horizontally
Voltage: 24 or 12 V
Power consumption: 45/89 A
(24/12 V)*
Discharge protection
multi-level, low-noise blower

Built-in safety
The CoRRect air
K71e airconditioners are
equipped with seven
security features as
standard. They offer protection
from discharge of the battery,
overvoltage, overheating, excessive
consumption, too high and too low coolant pressures, as well as operations at
open housing.
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* stronger alternator is not inculded

Overview CoRRect air K71e split

Powerful
With an electrical input of only 0.8 kW (K71e split 0.96 kW) the CoRRect air
K71e top developes a cooling capacity of 2.9 kW. It is optimally matched to a
cabin size up to 3 m³.

